Rates of protein synthesis--a review.
The rates of protein synthesis can be measured by a variety of methods including pulse labeling, massive precursor administration, Scornik method, continuous feeding of labeled precursor, infusion, and pellet implantation. Each technique has some advantages and disadvantages. Massive precursor administration and infusion are the most widely used. The advantage of massive precursor administration is its simplicity, however, the amino acid concentration used is much higher than physiological levels. Infusion, however, is much more complicated as a technique and requires complicated calculations. The synthesis rates can also be calculated from degradation curves. Some of the above techniques can be used both in vivo and in vitro, and also for different organs (Shahbazian et al. (1987), Int. J. Dev. Neurosci., 5: 39-42). The brain has rapid rates of protein synthesis both in vivo and in vitro, the latter being much lower for adults.